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Abstract. The linear stability problem for a number of models of the mantle of
the earth is considered.For appropriatevaluesof the physicalparametersof the mantle
it seemslikely that the Rayleigh number for mantle-wide convection is far in excessof
the value necessaryfor marginal instability. For very high 7Rayleighnumbers the velocities in the models can be derived from solutions for turbulent

convection. But even

for very high Rayleigh numbersthe inhomogeneityin Bullen'sregionC is amply strong
enough to prevent mantle-wide convectionfrom occurring,whether the inhomogeneity
involves a phase transition or representsa chemical inhomogeneity. Convection on a
smaller scale is also considered. Convection in the upper mantle may occur. These
events are not widespread and are of small scale,having dimensionso,f about 1200-1500
km in lateral extent and depths of the order of 400 km. Large 7Rayleighnumbers and
associated turbulent

convection are not ruled out for the lower mantle.

The conclusions

depend crucially on the assumptionsof the values of the viscosity a•d of the strength
of the mantle.

The model of turbulent

convection

in the lower mantle

is consistent with

localizing a material of high strength a•d high viscosity in the upper mantle and with
the observation that earthquakes are not observed to occur in the lower mantle.

INTRODUCTION

Few notions in modern geophysicshave arousedsuch controversyas the
convection-currenthypothesisof mountain building. The general features of
the hypothesisare well k.nown.Broadly, the ideas are as follows' the mantle o•
the earth, excited by a radial temperature gradient in excessof the adiabatic
(probably derived from the core of the earth), becomesgravitationally unstable,
and convective overturn

occurs. In the absence of nonlinear

mechanisms asso-

ciated with finite strength of the mantle, the convectionwill approach some
quasi-steadystate. The motion occursonly in meridionalplanes•or a spherically
symmetricearth. If the motion is substantiallylaminar, sothat the flow oœmatter
assumesa regular geometricalpattern, a rigid crust floating on the surface o•
the conveeringma.ntlewill be deformedunder the influenceo• the drag •orces
associated with the convection.

Convectionin the mantle as a mountain-buildingmechanismoccurredto
a numbero• authors[He•skanenand YenSrig
Me•nes'z,1958; Gr•ggs,1939; ¾enin•7Meinesz,1951,1962]. Calculations
on the potencyof convection
as a geodynamicprocesswere undertakenby Pekeris [19,35]and Hales [1936]. These
authorstreated the mantle as a fluid havi.ng,amongother properties,thoseo•
Newtonian viscosity. Griggs indicated that a transient oscillation of the con-

vectivesystemcouldbe obtainedif the convectionwere operativeagainsta
• Contribution 1193,Division of GeologicalSciences,California Institute of Technology,
Pasadena.
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temperature-dependent,finite strength of the mantle material; the ma.ntle is
assumedto flow in a fluid conditionwhen the strengthis lowered by the presence
of a high thermal field, and the mantle is stationary when the strength is high
correspondi.ng
to low thermal excitation.
The fact that seismic waves can be passed through a mantle presumed to
be in fluid circulation can be explained by describing the mantle as composed
of a viscoelasticmaterial of the Maxwell type. Under the excitation of the mantle
by oscillatory forceswith very long periods,the viscouspropertiesof the mantle
are dominant and the elastic restori.ngforcesare minimized. For excitation with
shorter periods,the rigidity becomesmore and more significant and the viscous
forces are reducedin importance. Knopo.f]and MacDonald [1958] have, in fact,
suggestedthat the seismicdissipative mechanism,of a viscous nature at long
periods,becomesof the nature of an 'internal friction' at shorterperiods,the crossover between the two regimesoccurring at periods of the order of years. More
rigorously, they hypothesizethat both mechanismsare present simultaneously,
but that each is in turn dominant in the appropriate period range. Thus we find
that, on the time scale of the convectiveprocess,the rigidity can be minimized
a.ndthe mantle treated as a fluid of some,as yet undetermined,type; at seismic
periods the mantle is principally a rigid substancewith a small amount of 'internal friction' as a dissipativemechanismfor seismicwaves.
The question of the convective.stability of fluids was first studied experimentally by B•nard [1900, 1901]. B•nard's first experimentsshowedthat convection is not establishedi.n a fluid layer until the heat flow from below exceeds
a certain critical value.. Upon the onset of convection the horizontal surface of
the fluid assumesa regular, cellular pattern, composedmainly of prismatic hexagonal cells (Figure 1). Each cell defines a region in which matter' circulates,
rising at the center of the pattern a.nd descendingalong the boundariesof the
prisms (Figure 2). When the heat flow from below is increased still more, the
regularity of the polygonal structure disappears; the. structure becomesmore

SURFACE

CORE

Fig. 1..Photograph of the surface of a fluid
in laminar convection (after B•nard).

Fig. 2. Schematic cross section of the prismatic configuration for mantle-wide laminar
convection in a simple horizontal layer.
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and more irregular, and ultimately the circulationapproachesa completely
turbulent

state.

The quantitativeaspects
of the stabilityproblemwerestudiedby Rayleigh
[1916], who computedthe conditions
for the onsetof convectiveinstability.
The modelis a particularlysimpleo.ne.A horizontalfluid layer liesin a uniform
gravitationalfield.The fluidhasthe propertiesof homogeneity,
imcompressibility,
and Newtonianviscosity.The upperand lowerfacesof the fluid layer are horizontalpla.nesand are taken to be perfectconductors.
The hydrodynamic
boundary conditionsat these surfacesare suchthat both surfacescan be rigid or
free,or onesurfacemay be rigid whilethe otheris free.Not all thesebou.ndary
conditionswere consideredin Rayleigh's original work, but the extensionto
includeall the conditio.ns
has sincebeen completedand followsRayleigh'sprocedure.This work is summarizedby Chandrasekhar[ 1961].

In this paperwe shall investigatethe likelihoodthat the upperma.ntleof
the earth is in convectivemotion from the point of view of the stability problem.
We shall take as our first model a fluid layer with the above propertiesand
with the heat sourcesbelow the layer; for the mantle the heat sourcesare presumed to be in the core of the earth. Later we shall make the model more and

more realisticand thereby draw an inferenceabout the likely state of convective circulation

of the ma.ntle of the earth.

The assumptionthat the sourceof heat is in the core is not vital to the
analysis.An homogeneous
distributionof radioactivesourcesof heat in the
mantle, sufScientto providethe critical temperaturegradients,is requiredas
an alternative. The conditionof homogeneityis imposedso that the sourcesof
heat are not redistributedduri.ngconvection;inhomogeneous
heat sourcedistribution would lead to nonsteadymotions.In the main we discusseither steady
convectionor steady convectionin the statisticalmean taken over a time scale
short comparedwith the periodof the convectiveprocess.For convenience
i.n
comparison
with the modelsin the literaturewe take the sourceof heat to be
externalto the layer and therebyavoidthe problemsassociated
with the distribution of heat sources within the mantle.
THE

LINEAR

STABILITY

PROBLEM

The solutionto the stability problemfor the conditionsoutlinedaboveis

givenin termsof the Rayleighnumber,a dimensionless
quantitydefinedas
R = ag•d•/w
wherea is the thermal coefficient
of expansion,g the accelerationof gravity, /•

the verticaltemperature
gradientat the onsetof convection,
d the thicknessof
the layer,K the thermaldiffusivity,and v the kinematicviscosity.The critical
Rayleighnumbers
for marginalinstabilityfor a horizontal
fluidlayerwith each
of the threebou.ndary
conditions
are givenin Table 1. In additionthe horizontal
dimension
of the prismaticcell,or the horizontal
wavelength
X, is givenin units
of the layerthickness
for the criticalstateat the onsetof instability.The details of the solutionfor the free-free case are given inter alia in appendixes1
and 2. The details of the numerical results are not too importa.nt in this dis-
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TABLE

1.

Critical Rayleigh Numbers for Horizontal Layers

Boundary Conditions

Free-free
Rigid-rigid

Rigid-free'•
Free-rigidJ

Rc

X/d

657.5 27•r4
4

2.83

1707.8

2.016

1100.7

2.34

cussion.It is impor[ant to note •he relative size of the numbers; the critical
Rayleigh number is of the order of 10a, and the wavelengthis of the order of
2•, times the layer thickness;somevariability in the numbersoccurs,depending onthe hydrodynamicboundaryconditions.
For an incompressiblefluid the total vertical temperature gradient is to
be used in the computation of the Rayleigh number. For a compressiblefluid
Jeffreys [1930] has shownthat the quantity/g is, to a high degreeof approximation, the value of the superadiabatic•emperature gradient. We shall discussthe
quality of this approximationbelow. However, in •he numerical comparisonwith
the propertiesof the ma.ntlewe shall take/• for the mantle to be •he superadiabatic gradientevenbeforeconsideringcompressibilityeffects.
It

is of interest

•o note the reason for the nonzero

value

of the critical

Rayleigh number. For heat flows below the critical value the fluid layer is able
to transport the heat from the bottom to the top by conduction.When •he heat
flow from below is increasedsufficiently,the fluid is no longer able to tra.nsport
all the available heat by conduction,and convectiontakes place. The critical
Rayleigh number is, •herefore, a number that describes,on the one hand, the
relative influenceof heat conductionexpressedthrough the temperature gradient
and the thermal diffusivity, and, on the other hand, the influenceof heat transport through the buoyancy forces expressedthrough the thermal expansionand
accelerationof gravity and the rate at which matter can be swept away expressedthrough •he viscosity.
To test the applicability of the results summarizedin Table 1 to •he earth,
we assumefor our model a fiat, incompressiblefluid mantle. We choose, = 2 x

10-•/øC, g = 10s cm/sec'•, d = 3 x l0 s cm, • = 3 x 10-"cm"sec, fi : l0 -6
øC/cm = 0.1øC/km, and v = l(F ø to 10• em,sec. The values are not unalterable, but they cannot be changedby excessiveamounts. The estimates for •
for the mantle [Birch, 1952] and • for typical rocks [Birch, 1942] or for the
mantle [Clark, 19'57] are probablyaccurateto within a half-orderof magnitude. The superadiabatic•emperature gradient is taken to be of the order of
1/10 the total temperaturegradient; as will be seen,an increaseor decrease
in this figure by a factor of 10 will no• significantly alter the resul• of the
first calculation.As indicated,the value for •he kinematic viscosityis in doubt
by perhapstwo ordersof magnitude;the valuespresentedare limits obtained
from several types of dynamic evidence,including the calculation derived
from the observat•i•nson the Fennoseandianuplift [Haskell, 1935, 1936, 1937].
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An ex•ensivediscussionof the calculationof v from the Fennoscandia.n
uplift
analysis is given by I-Ieiskanen and Vening Meinesz. A review of these crude
estimatesof the numerical values of the parametersis offeredpost facto.
The Rayleigh number computedon this basis is of the order of 106 to 10s,
dependingon the value taken for the kinematic viscosity.Since this number
significantly exceedsthe critical value for marginal instability, we conclude
that this model for the earth is indeed in a convective state. It is also clear that

the detailedanalysisfor this model can.notproceedalong lines usingthe results
from the linear theory, which are valid only near the critical Rayleigh number.
This model, at least, is in a state of convectivemotion having a considerable
degree of turbulence.

The questionsto be answeredin an analysisof the applicabilityof the convective model to the real earth are (1) Does convection exist at all? (2) If
convectiondoesexist, is it in a marginal state or in a highly supercriticalstate?
It will be the intent in this paper to explorethese questions.Our approachwill
be to make the modelfor the earth more and more detailed; with further modificationsin the modelwe shall find that the critical Rayleigh numberis increased.

The modelearth will be presumedto be withdrawnfrom the highly supercritical
conditionif the critical Rayleigh.numberapproachesa value of 106to 10s. If,
however,the critical Rayleigh numberexceedsthesevalues,we shall have obtained a nonconvecting
model.We now embarkupon our programof making
the model more intricate.
ROTATION

OF

THE

EARTH

Lyustikh [1957] has criticized the use of calculations of the convective
motion

of fluids heated from below as models for convection

of the earth be-

cause,among other reaso.ns,the rotation of the earth representsa velocity field
much larger than any velocity field associatedwith the convection.The circulation of matter in the earth will, therefore,be more seriouslyinfluencedby rotation than by heating. Jel•reys [1928] has sho•wnthat the influenceof rotation
upon convectio.nin the earth's mantle is negligible; we review the arguments
in this section.

There can be no questionthat the velocity field of rotation of the earth in
an inertial frame of referenceis much larger than any geophysicallysignificant
velocity field. I-Iowever,the resolutionof the problem of the importanceof rotation dependson whether the convectionis to be consideredin an inertial frame
of referenceor in a coordinatesystemfixed in the earth.
The influenceof rotation can be estimatedby computinga seconddimensionlessquantity, the Taylor number,definedas

T = (2•d•'/y)•'
where • is the angular velocity of the fluid in an inertial frame. The Taylor
number is essentiallythe square of the ratio of the Coriolis force to the viscous
forces.

For a rate of rotation of I revolution per day, the Taylor number for the
earth is of the order of 10-x4to 10-xs;the range of uncertaintyis, as before,as-
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TABLE

2.

Critical Rayleigh Numbers for SphericalAnnulus r•/r2 - •

Boundary Conditions
Free-free

Rigid-rigid
Rigid-free
Free-rigid

Rc

n

887

3

2380
1330
1840

5
4
4

sociatedwith the uncertainty in the viscosity. Cha.ndrasekharhas shownthat the
rotation has an important influenceuponthe velocity field and uponthe co.nvective
stability problem only if the Taylor number is of the order of unity or larger.
We concludethat the earth's rotation has no appreciablei.nfiuenceupon the
motion in the mantle. Any convectivemotion there takes place as if the earth
were not rotating. It is of interest to note that the Taylor number is small for
.%hemodel earth becauseof the large value of the kinematic viscosity; these
values of viscosity are not, however, sufficientlylarge to reduce the Rayleigh
number for the model earth from the large values obtai.nedabove, so that the
flow will be in the laminar or in the slightly supercriticalregime.
SPHERICITY

The next improvementin our model of the earth will be to investigatethe
influenceof sphericity upon the convectionprocessin the mantle. The solutions
to the eigenvalue problem for the influence of sphericity upon the Rayleigh
number for a Newtonian viscousfluid annulus have been summarizedby Chandrasekhar.The resultsfor the critical Rayleigh numberfor convectiveinstability
in an annulus with inner and outer radii in the ratio 1:2 are given in Table 2.
The hydrodynamic boundary conditions at the inner and outer surfaces are no
longer degeneratewith respectto the condition of one surface free and the other
rigid. Thus, the results for four casesare presentedin Table 2 for the four
boundary conditions:free-free, rigid-rigid, free-rigid, and rigid-free. The quantity /• is the vertical temperature gradient at the core-mantle boundary; the
thicknessparameter d is the thicknessof the spherical annulus. The calculation
is for a uniform gravitational field in the mantle, a condition highly appropriate
for the mantle of the real earth [Bullen, 1953]. The temperature distribution
i.n the model is taken to be that which satisfiesLaplace's equation with a constant conductivity.
The thicknessof the sphericalannulusin the model is slightly overestimated
in Table 2 in comparisonwith the proper values for the real earth. The ratio
of the radii in the model is 0.5; the appropriate ratio for the mantle of the earth
is 0.545. The resultsin Table 2 showthat the Rayleigh number is increasedover
the solutionsfor the fiat-lying models; the increaseis perhaps slightly overestimated

because of the overestimation

of thickness of the model.

The critical Rayleigh numbers for the four casesare increasedby 30 to 50
per cent. The Rayleigh number for mantle-wide convectionis still much greater
than these values.
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Fig. 3. The topography of the earth as a function of the o,rder of surface
harmonic (after Prey).

The calculation of the horizontal wavelength in the fiat-layer case corresponds to a calculation of •he order of •he spherical harmonic •ha• describes
•he degree •o which •he cells cover •he spherical surface. In Table 2 we have
presented •he surface mode .number corresponding•o marginal instability. For
example, for rigid-rigid boundary conditions•he critical Rayleigh number has
been increasedfrom 1708 for •he fia•-layer caseto 2380 for the spherical annulus
with radii in •he ra•io of 1:2. The horizontal waveleng4hhas changed from a
value roughly •wice •he •hicknessof •he layer •o a value such tha• exactly five
cells cover •he surface of •he sphere; conical radial boundaries are found between the cells. All •hese values hold a• •he co.ndi•ionof marginal instability. As
in •he case of •he fta• layer, •he convection becomesmore irregular for •he
spherical annulus as •he Rayleigh number is increasedbeyond •he critical value.
The work of Prey [1922] has been used by Vening Meinesz and o•hers to
lend credence•o •he notion of ma.n•le-wideconvection.Prey has performed an
expansion of •he •opography of •he earth in surface harmonics. The results
(Figure 3) show a distribution •hat is predominantly in the surface harmonics
of low order; •he curve drops off rapidly wi•.h order. The distribution of elevatio.n is supposed•o reflect a mantle-wide convectionpa•tern, because of •he
likely redistribution of continentsby a drif• due to drag a• •he upper surface
of •he convectioncells. However, i• is clear •ha• regular cellular pa•erns are
•o be found only a• marginal instability, and a• higher Rayleigh numbers •he
regularity disappears. It is •o be no•ed tha• •he calcula•io.n of •he harmonic
corresponding•o •he lowes• Rayleigh number involves a processwhereby har-

monics can be associatedwi•h Rayleigh numbers higher •han critical; this resulk, however, doesno• imply •ha• a• higher Rayleigh numbersthe higher mode
numbersthus calculatedwill be observed;on •he contrary, it is a resul• of •he
use of •he linear •heory, valid only a• marginal instability; a• higher Rayleigh
numbers •he nonlinear behavior of the mo•ion mus• be included by a finite
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amplitude calculation [Malkus and Veronis, 1958] or by some other procedure
not dependenton linearization for the result.
Before discarding the distribution of continents and substantiating evidence
for mantle-wide convectio.n,we continue our investigation to see whether the
critical Rayleigh number for mantle-wide convectioncan be increasedby three
to five orders of magnitude (and no more) by making the model more complex.
COMPRESSIBILITY

St.riceseismiccompressionwaves can be passedthrough the earth's mantle,
the mantle material is evidently not incompressible.In this sectionwe consider
the modificationsof the eigenvalueproblem that must be made to remove the
constraint of incompressibility.
The prototype of the calculation for incompressiblemediums,as formulated
by Lord Rayleigh, involvesthe assumptionof an equation of state for the fluid.
The equatio.nof state used in the calculation for the free-free horizontal incompressiblelayer was a series of approximationsdue to Boussinesq[1903]. The
Boussinesqapproximations are (1) that the buoyancy forces due to thermal
expansionare the only forces driving the flow and (2) that the constantsof
matter, such as a, v, etc., are not appreciably changedduring the flow from the
values they have in the absenceof convection.In the first assumptionthe fluid
is consideredto be incompressible,but the density is temperature dependent.
The equationof state for the incompressible
caseis
dlogp = -•dT

The secondpart of the assumptioninvolves taking a, v, etc., to be independent
of temperatureand thereforeconstantthroughoutthe fluid layer.
Jefjreys [1930] has shownthat, as an approximation,the instability problem for a compressiblefluid is substantially the same as for the incompressible
case except that the temperature gradient to be used in the calculation of the
Rayleigh number is the differencebetween the actual temperature gradient a.nd
the adiabatic gradient.
The assumptionsmade by Jeffreys in this calculation include the use of an
equation of state identical to the above. This meansthat the density is.pressure
dependent,but at a point fixed in spacethe density ca.ndiffer betweenthe convecfing and nonconvectingstates only by a term that dependsexclusivelyon
the temperature.Under this assumptionthe local fluctuationsin pressuredue to
the flow a.ndthe correspondingvariation in density through couplingwith the
finite compressibilityare neglected.A more appropriate equation of state is
dlogp = -adTq-xdP

wherex is the compressibility.
In this equationwe imply that local changesin
density from the referencestate before the onset of convectionare associated
with local fluctuationsin both temperaturedT and pressuredP. At marginal instability, dT is a temperatureincrementabove the superadiabatictemperature
distributionand dP is a pressureincrementabovethe localpressurein the absence
of convection.
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It can be shown that this effect is of the secondorder in the compressibility
for small compressibilities[Spiegeland Vetohis, 1960]. A dimensionless
measure
of the magnitudeof the compressibilityis giventhroughthe quantity
• = xpgd

For the mantlethis quantity is about0.45,if we take x - •/• x 10-• cgs.
I• is shownin appendix 1 that the critical condition is obtai.nedby solving
for the eigenvaluesof the differential equation

•-•dz\dz
d(d_•
ag•a-•
1 0
I(d•
•- a•)
- a•)•_
y••W=
where ]5 is now the superadiabatictemperature gradient and a is the horizo.ntal
wave number. W is any one of a number of linear variables. By a variational
technique (appendix 2) we find that the critical Rayleigh number for marginal
instability, includingthe effectof compressibility,is

R• = 657.511 • 120.85•p
•
This result applies to the free-free boundary c•nditions and is valid for small
valuesof the variable q•.For the mantle, with a value of • as above,the critical
Rayleigh number is increasedto 682.0. Thus we see that the Jeffreys approximation, which usesthe superadiabatictemperature gradient and the pressure-inde-

pendentequationof state, is remarkably good.I5 will be assumedhere tha5 comparable results can be derived for the other combinationsof boundary conditions.
This result is in substa.ntialdisagreementwith that obtained by Kopal [1963].
From 5he appendixesit can be seenthat 5he horizontal wavelength is also decreasedin the secondorder in the compressibility.The horizontal wave number
at marginal instability is

a = (•r/•/• • 0.2059•)d-•
Correspondingto this, the wavelength is

•,/d = 2 •/• -- 0.2621•b
•
With a value of q•= 0.45 the horizontal wavelengthis altered by 1.88 per cent.
INHOMOGENEITY,

THE

STABILITY

PROBLEM

The calculations to this point have been solutions to problems involvi.ng
either incompressiblemediumshaving constantdensity before the onset of convection or to problems involving compressiblemediums with density distributions appropriateto the adiabatic temperaturegradient.
Models of the ma.ntleof the earth indicate that the mantle is not physically
homogeneous;at this time we shall not speculate on whether the physical inhomogeneityreflects a concurrent chemical inhomogeneity.The evidence for the
inhomogeneityof the mantle is indirect. Birch [1951, 1952] has pointed out that,
if the mantle were homogeneousin compositio.n,the density of the rocks at the
top of the mantle would have to be about 3.7 g/cm3. This value is undoubtedly
too high to fit any likely abundant silicate at the pressuresof the top of the
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manfie.Hencei• is highlylikely •ha• a discontinuity
in physicalproper•yexists
a• depth in •he man•le.

The evidencefor •he distributionof •he physical parameterswithin •he
mantle is derivedfrom the velocity-depthfunctionsfor bo•h the compressional
and shear velocities. These functions themselves are indirectly derived; the

velocity-depth
functionsare obtainedby •he solutionof an integralequation
usingasinput•he •ravel-fimedata from seismicsources.

The velocity-depth
functions(Figure4) for •he man•leshowa ra•herregular variationnear •he •op of •he ma.n•leand alsonear •he bottomof •he mantle
bu• showa relativelygrea•erslopein a regionlying roughlybetween400 and
1000km below•he surface.Whether•he upperman•le, above400'km or so, has

velocity-depth
functions
tha• change
assmoothly
aspicturedis alsohighlyspeculative in view of •he recen•evidenceobtainedmainly from the interpretationof

thedispersio.n
da•afor surface
wavesfromdis•an•earthquakes.
Birch [1951, 1952, 1954] shows•ha•, with •he velocity-depthfunctionsas
given, there is a s•ronglikelihoodtha• this intermediateregion representsa
transitionin physicalproperW from a more or lessphysicallyhomogeneous
uppermantle •o a more or lesshomogeneous
lower man•le.Bullen [1936, 1940¾
1953, 1954, 1956] suggests
tha•, if it is necessary•o introduceinhomogeneity
in•o the mantle,i• is perhapsmos•appropriate•o do sowherethe velocity-depth
gradientsreflectan anomalous
increaseover a normalincreasewith pressure;
Bullen,therefore,alsoplacesthe densityinhomogeneity
in this region,whichhe
callsregionC. The density-depth
functionfor •he mantlethat we shalluseis
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shownin Figure5 and is derivedfrom Bullen'smodels,which,in turn, are derived from the Jeffreys-Bullen
velocity-depthcurves.Uncertaintiesin detail of
this curveare undoubtedly
present;Bullard [195,7]hasplacedboundsuponthis
uncertain•y,bu• he has found•hat, i.nthe main, the curvepicturedin Figure 5
is within the limits of uncertainty.

Sincethe discussion
belowwill dependonly upon grossfeaturesof inhomoge•city,we shallno• requireany moreaccuratedescription
of the density-depth
func•io.n
than givenhere.We definethe upperand lowermantleto be the regions
aboveand belowthe inhomogeneity
presumedto lie between400 and approximately 1000km. As far asthe convection
problemis concerned,
we are interested
only in the •wo possiblerelative chemicalsta•esof the upper and lower mantle.
The materials of the upper and lower mantle are either completelyimmiscible
or completelymiscible.The first assumptionimpliestha• the upper and lower
ma.nfiehave a differentchemicalcomposition;
the second,•hat they are two different statesof the samechemicalconstituents;the densityincreasein the boundary regionis then dueto the occurrence
of oneor morepolymorphic
•ransitionsin
the constituents.

If the two regionsare immiscible,it sufficesto say •hat the mantle is not
today in man•le-wideconvective
circulation.Any circulationwith highRayleigh
numbermus• be of the turbulent type; this would require tha• the mantle be
thoroughlystirred.Thus,the boundaryzo.nebetweenthe upperand lowermanfie
must disappear,and we can calculatea lower boundfor •he temperaturedifferenceacrossthe inhomogeneity
•hat wouldbe requiredto setthe mantle into convective motion. We assumethat the transition region between lower and upper
mantle occupiesthe regionbetween400 and 1000km. From Figure 5 we estimate
•he incrementin density above the normal adiabatic increaseto be about 0.5
g/cms in the 600-km interval. The temperaturedifferencethat must exist across

this transitionregionin orderto makethe densityof the materialbelowlessthan
that of the material aboveis given by the expressio.n
a/XT = -- Ap/p

With, as previouslyusedwe find •hat, œorAp/p-- 0.5/5, we have AT ~ 10• øC.
Hence we conclude•ha• the transition region must be subjected •o temperature
differencesfar in excessof •hosea• presen•available in •he in•erior of •he ear•h,
if i• is to be unstable.

If we •ake •he conversepoin• of view, •ha• is, if we assume•ha[ the materials in •he upper and lower ma.nfieare chemicallyidentical so •ha[ the •ransifion regionrepresents•he zone in which •he individual chemicalconstituentsare
undergoingphase•ransifions,we can investigate whether ma•er can flow past
sucha phase•ransifio.n.
The possibilitytha• the inhomogeneitybetween400- and 1000-km depth is
a phase•ransifion in one or more of •he silicate constituentsof •he mineral complex •ha• forms •he man•le and thus permits •he passageof conreckingmaterial
was suggestedby Hess [1951] and others.The generalnotion is that material
in a denses•a•e or high-pressuremodification rises after being heated a• •he core
boundary, crossesthe inhomogeneity,decreasesin density, and comple•esthe
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cycle by crossingthe discontinuity again on the downward limb of the cenvection ceil and returningto its high-densitystate. It was thoughtthat, by assuming the inhomogeneity
to be a set of phasetransitions,continuityproblemscould
be avoided. Such problemsare i.ndeedavoided, but the heat balance conditions
in sucha transitionmust be considered
carefully.
In the first calculationwe assumethat the phasetransition is accomplished
without the generationof any heat. Liberation of heat in the phasetransition is
a problem involving the amount of heat brought i.nto the transition region by
the flow. Since this amount dependson the magnitudeof the velocitiesin the
convection,the calculationis outsidethe provinceof the stability problemandwil!
be considered in a later section.

Without the generationof any heat of transition,the problemmay be viewed
in a simplifiedmodel as one in which an adiabatic density distributionexists
throughoutthe upper and lower mantle but where a nonadiabaticdensity distribution is to be found in the transition regio.n.A model with uniform superadiabatic density gradient is inconsistentwith the model of a.mantle with heterogeneity confined to the transition region. In this case the modification of the
equationsof motion to includethe nonadiabaticdensity distributionis not particularly difficult.The modificationsappear in the main as an inhomogenous
term
in the continuity equation (seeappendixes1 and 2). The effect of a nonadiabatic
densityis giventhrough a dimensionless
variable •, definedas
=

where the superadiabaticdensity gradient (d•/dz)o is assumedto be unifo•
throughoutthe layer. Spiegel a•d Veronis have shownthat the influenceof the
dimensionless
superadiabaticdensiW gradient •, and indeedof the variation of
any variable v expressedthrough the dimensionless
variable (d/v) (dv/dz)o can
only appear in the secondorder in •he stability problem. We now evaluate the
second-order

•erms.

The differential equation for laminar convection in •he presence of finite
compressibiliWand a nonzerosuperadiabaticdensitygradien•is

d dz•dz
• a•]
•(
•• d• -

a•)• • •a•(•d• - a•)• a•ga
• •]•W=0

As beforethe Boussinesq
approximationsare assumedto hold, and the variable B
is •he superadiabatictemperaturegradient. The critical Rayleigh number can
again be obtainedby a varia•ional technique.The result dependson the superadiabatic densiW gradient in the secondorder as lhe lowest order. To second
order •he result for this model is

Rc = 657.511•- 120.85(f -- •)2 •_ 49.35ff
We take (dp/dz)o in the mantle to be the differencein the slopesof the
density-depthcurvesof Fig•re 5 taken at a depth slightly greaterthan 400 km
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a.ndslightly less than 400 km. This value, 0.15 x 10-7 g/cma/cm, is assumed
•o exis• •hroughou••he man•le. The critical Rayleigh numberin the mantle will,
therefore, be grosslyoverestimated,since the inhomogeneityis actually concen•ra•ed in a very small region. Therefore we •ake • = 0.9. Wi•h this value
of • and wi•h • - 0.45, we ge• R• - 700.0,or a 6.5 per cen• changein •he Rayleigh
number.

The horizontalwave numberis alsochangedin the secondorder in • and •.
The resul• of the varia•ional

calculation is

a: [•r•/• q- 0.2059(•-- •)2q_0.03335•]d-•
Corresponding
to •his •he wavelengthis

),/d = 2•/• - 0.2621(•- •)2 - 0.04245•
Wi•h valuesof • = 0.45 and of • = 0.9, •he horizontalwavelengthis decreased
by 2.5 per cent.
We conclude•ha• •he combined influence of compressibilityand inhomogeneity is insufficien••o raise significantly•he critical Rayleigh number •o •ake

•he convectionin •he mantle ou• of •he regime of •urbulent flow. For the magnitudesof •he variables• and • requiredfor this calculation,i• is no• necessary •o •ake •he varia•ional calculationto •erms of higherorder•han •he second;

•he higher-order
•ermswill be evenin q:a.nd•, and hence•he nex•termswill be
of fourth order and •hus small for this problem.A higher-ordervaria•ional calculationhas no• beenperformed•o check•he convergence
of •he second-order
coefficients.
SUMMARY

PRO

TEMPOI•E

Before dealing with the problemsof the turbulent regime of convection,we
will review the state of our investigationsto this point. We have fou.ndthat the
Rayleigh number for the mantle is of the order of 106 to l0 s, depending
on the value of the viscosity that is assumed.The critical Rayleigh number is,
however,much lower than this. For a flat-lying homogeneous
layer the critical
Rayleigh number is of the order of l0 s, with somevariation accordingto the
hydrodynamicboundary conditio.ns
usedin the solution.When sphericity is introduced,the critical Rayleigh numberis found to increaseby about 30 per cent.
Other modificationsof the model are found to increasethe critical Rayleigh
number far lesssignificantly.The introduction of compressibilityis found to increasethe critical Rayleigh number by about 3.7 per cent; compressibilityand
inhomogeneitytogether increasethe Rayleigh number by about 6.5 per cent.
The results for finite compressibilityand inhomogeneityare obtained for freefree boundary conditions,but it is assumedthat the results are not significantly
different for the other bou.ndaryconditions.The rotation of the earth does not
have a significanteffecton the nature of the mantle convection.
The calculationshave beenmade as perturbationsupon a flat-lying model.
Since the correctionsare small, we assumethat the various effects will behave
in a linear manner;it is not likely that the solutionof the eigenvalueproblem
with simultaneoussphericity,compressibility,and heterogeneitywill introduce
any unusual increasein the Rayleigh .numberabove the values obtained.
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We conclude,
therefore,that the remainderof the analysisin this paper
mustbe devotedto a studyof the regimewherethe Rayleighnumbers
are far i•
excess
of critical,namelyin the regimeof turbulentconvection.
This will permit
us to evaluatesomeof the remainingcriteriaconcerning
the state of motionof
the mantle.The readeris cautioned,
however,
not to assume
that the resultsto
this point lead to any definiteconclusion.
LIFETIME

The criteriaintroduced
thusfar for the investigation
of convection
problems
are determined
from the eigenvalues
for the equations
of motion,namelythe
Rayleighnumberand its criticalvalue.The eigenvaluesolutionsare linear in
the perturbations
of the velocities,
temperatures,
pressures,
etc. In fact,a considerationof the equationof heat flow, amongothers,showsthat we write
equationA3, the linearizedequation,

asan approximation
to the equationof steadythermaldiffusion
•V•T

= v. VT

The approximation
holdsas long as the inhomogeneous
term on the right
sideof the equationis small,that is, as long as the vertical component
of the
velocity w is small. To determinethe scaleof smallnesswe shall have to investi-

gate the regio.nwherefinite valuesof the velocityexist; thesecorrespond
only
to values of the Rayleigh number above the critical. For these values somewhat

abovethe critical value, methodsof analysislike the finite-amplitudestudiesof
Malkus and Veroniscan be applied,whichwill yield approximatesolutions•o
the nonlinear equations.
For values of the Rayleigh number significantlyin excessof critical, simplificationsin the descriptionof the field occur, sincesomeof the conceptsof statistical homogeneityof a turbulent field can be introduced.For fully turbulent
motions in a horizontal layer, subject to the Boussinesqapproximations,the
mean-squarevelocity field can be shownto be [Malkus, 1954]

v.v =
for R >> Ro. Evidently this result cannot be applied to the margi,nalcondition,
sincethe velocity field mustvanishat the marginal state.
With such large values of the Rayleigh number as appear to occur for the
mantle, the formula above seems to be quite appropriate. It will provide us
with an estimateof the magnitudeof the velocity field during convectionand
in addition will provide us with an estimate of the value of the velocity used
as a scale of referenceto gage small velocitiesoccurringwith Rayleigh numbers
near the critical value. For the constants as above for mantle-wide convection,
the root-mean-squarevector velocity field is 10-s to 10•7 cm/sec for Rayleigh
numbers between 10 6 to l0 s.

If we assumethat the total velocity field is associatedwith the vertical
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componentof the velocity, the time it takes for a particle to rise from the core
to the crust is of the order of 109 to 10s years. We note that this upper limit is
of the order of the lifetime

of the earth. We further

note that

the rise time here

is sufficientlycloseto the lifetime of the earth so that, if the Rayleigh number
were closerto marginal values (such as 104, for example), the particle velocities
would be so small as to void any possibility of the occurrenceof stable convection in the lifetime. Thus we see that, if quasi-steady conditions are to occur,
it is necessaryfor the Rayleigh numberto be as high as 106to 10s.
By this demonstration it is clear that highly turbulent convection is not
inconsistentwith the lifetime propertiesof the mantle. It should rather be stated
that marginal co.nditions,including those of laminar flow, are inconsistentwith
the lifetime problem. Thus the use of Prey's analysis as substantiation for
the existenceof laminar convectionin the ma.ntle is probably unjusttried. We
are led to the conclusionthat, as long as the propertiesare consistentwith the
conditionsgiven by the equations of motion (Newtontan viscosity, Boussinesq
approximations, etc.), turbulent convection in the mantle with high Rayleigh
number

is not ruled out.
FINITE

STRENGTH

The notion that finite strengthof the mantle material will inhibit stable convection has occurredto a .numberof critics of the use of the convectiontheory as
a causalmechanismfor tectonicprocesses.
In fact, the questionof finite strength
led Griggsto postulatethat the mechanismwas not a steady-stateprocessbut a
processthat operated in a condition akin to a relaxation oscillator. In Griggs's
picture the material of the mantle has two conditionsof strengthwhen the model
is reducedto its ultimate limit of simplicity: the mantle deforms under thermal
conduction by elastic or plastic means until certain critical shear stressesare
exceeded;the material then flows, and the stressesare reduced by the flow i,n
the transient convection.In a half-overturn of the convectioncycle the stresses
are reducedbelow the critical values, and the mantle then returns to a conducting state. The thermal unbalance created by the co.nvectionthen decays by
conductionuntil the critical strength is again exceeded,thereby completing the
cycle of the relaxation oscillation.
The transient condition of operation described above cannot be given an
analytic solution at the present time. In fact the transient conditio.nof convection
of a Newtontan fluid has not been analyzed to date. The solution for a material
whosestrengthdependsupon the temperatureis beyondthe scopeof this analysis
and will dependupon the solutionto the transient problem for a linear material.
However, the solution offered by Griggs must take into account the low
thermal diffusivity of the mantle. Any thermal anomaly that must equilibrate
itself by conductionwill do so in a time of the order of d2/K,as can be seenfrom
the equation of thermal co.nductivity:

•2T

= OT/Ot

For the values of d and K appropriateto the mantle-wide configuration,the lifetime for the conductionprocessis of the order of 10TMsec or 3 x 10•x years. The
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very long time required in the conductionhalf-cycle makesthe relaxation-oscillator model highly unlikely. Stated slightly differently, the thermal diffusivity
of the earth is so low that, assuminga nonconvecti.ng
ear•h, the surfaceof the
earth is receivingheat from only the uppermost400-600 km in the lifetime of
the earth; it is not likely that the entire mantle can have equilibrateditself duringthistime [MacDonaldandKnopo.ff,1958].
As an alternative to a relaxation oscillation,we considerin this sectionthe
possibilityof steady-stateor statisticallysteady-stateconvectionin the presence
of finite strength.I.n this casewe requirethat the shearstressesbuilt up by the
flow exceedthe shearstrengthof the mantle rocks.For the Boussinesq
approximation the greatestvalue of the maximumshear stressin cylindrical convection
ca.nbe shownto be (appendix3)

=
wherewe have invoked the simpletheory of linear cellular flow, applicableonly
near marginal instability. Here Wm•.•is the maximum value of the vertical component of the velocity. The shear stressgeneratedby viscousflow must exceed
any shearstrengtha• of the mantle. The shearstrengthwill be a propertyof the
plastic or non-Newtonian behavior of the mantle material. Thus we have the
i.nequality

>
As wasnotedin the precedingsection,the velocitiesnear marginalinstability
must be considerablylessthan 10-s cm/sec.If we use I(Y• cm/sec as a value of
velocity for low supercriticalRayleigh numbers,we find that the stressesthat can
be generatedin the flow are of the orderof 10• dynes/cm•.
For turbulent conditions we must again have recourseto a statistical description of the stressfield. Here, however, it is convenientto considerfor the
moment not the magnitude of the stressgeneratedby the flow but rather the
magnitudeof the mean rate of dissipationof energythrough the flow. This rate
where •,, • is the mean-squareviscousstress
. We shall require that
is •-•/r,
• •

for flow agai.nstfinite strength.

We calculatethe statistical average of the rate of viscousdissipationin
turbulent convectionby averaging over the entire volume. For turbulent convec-

tion Malkus [1954] has shownthat the averagerate of dissipationof energy
throughthe viscousstressesis identically equal to the averagerate of releaseof
potential energy by the convectivemotion
1

2

=

wherew it the vertical componentof the velocity field.
The mean heat flow H• in the absenceof convectionis •.
of convectionit is i.ncreased
by preciselythe term (wT),•:
H,,, = •15q- (wT),,,

In the presence
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Malkus [1963] has shown•hat •he heat •ranspor•varies as the cuberoo• of the
Rayleigh number for values in •he •urbulent regime of convection.Itc fi,nds•ha•

H,n = ,•iS(R/R•)
where Ro is the value of the Rayleigh number at marginal instability. Thus we
may write

(wW)m
----,•iS[(R/R•)
•/• - 11
an expressiontha• vanishes,appropriately, at the value R = R•. By direct substitution

we find that

O'm•/•
' = ag•lS[(R/R•)'/s
-- 1]
By taking the squareroot of both sidesof the equation we find that the rootmean-squarestressgeneratedi.nturbulent convectionis

=

[R{

-

}

For values of the Rayleigh number strongly in excessof critical this is,
approximately,

For the usual values

of constants

for the mantle

we find that

the root-mean-

squarestressgeneratedin the flow is of the order of 10 to 50 bars, the lower value
corresponding
to the viscosity 10•ø cgs and the higher correspondingto the viscosity 1022egs.
Estimates of the strength of the mantle material are difficult to obtain. Some
evidence on this point is obtained from the precise observationsof the nonequilibrium figure of the earth. Recent satellite observationsof the gravity
anomaly have been interpreted in terms of the state of no.nequilibriumstressin
the mantle, and values of the order of 100 bars have been obtained (Kaula, unpublished). However, it is impossibleto determine from the gravity data alone
whether these stressesare produced by the flow of a viscous fluid or whether
they are elasticstressesin a material with significantfinite strength.
On the basis of the above results it is clearly impossibleto obtain stresses
of the order of 100 bars in laminar flow at marginal Rayleigh numbersbut possible to obtain such a figure by the turbulent convection of a viscous fluid. Thus
we concludethat laminar convectionnear the marginal condition is insufficient
to drive the circulation to producea stressof the magnitudesobservedand that,
hence, a finite strength of 100 bars has inhibited the circulation. Nevertheless,
enoughstressis generatedin turbulent flow so that it is no longer clear whether
the stressesobservedare generatedby convectionor are static stressesin a material with significantfinite strength.The resolutionof the last problem depends
crucially on both the magnitudeof the finite strength and the value of viscosity.
A discussionof the numerical values for the physical constantsof mantle materials is offered below. However, we may state at this point that, if convection
exists,it is in a state with high Rayleigh number and with a high degree of
turbulence.
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INHOMOGENEITY,

HEAT

GENERATION

In the precedingsectionit was pointed out that, if the inhomogeneous
transition region lyi.ng between 400 and 1000 km representsa boundary between two
immiscible materials in the lower and upper mantle, this is indeed a barrier to
convection.If, however, the two regions are chemically homogeneousand the
inhomogeneous
region representsa phasetransition of the chemical constituents,
then, if no heat is releasedin the transitions,the inhomogeneitydoesnot present
any significa.ntbarrier to convection.
The heat of tra.nsition in the rising portion of the convectionmust come
from the environment. The heat required to expand the material from the state
of greater density to one oœless density must, therefore, come from the flow
itself. Thus, for the problem of heat generationi.n a phase transition we must
considerthe rate at which heat is brought up to the transition zone. This, therefore, becomesa problem to be resolved only by knowing the velocity fields;
theseare nonzeroonly for Rayleigh numbersabovethe critical.
The problem to be consideredhere is that of the thermal balance in a convecting system acrossa phase tra.nsition of the type described above. For this
model we assumethat we have a horizontal layer of fluid stratified into two
layers, one layer lying in the depth interval 0 _<z <_ h and the other in the depth
interval h _< z <_ d. The two layers are chemically identical but have slightly
different densities. The two mediums otherwise satisfy the usual conditions of
our models' they have Newtontan viscosity, satisfy the Boussinesqco.nditions,
and are compressiblebut have no superadiabatic density changes anywhere
within the layers. The broad transition zone of the prototype earth mantle has
beencompressedinto a singleplane at z - h, at which a discretetransitio.ntakes
place. If a heat per unit area /kL is liberated at the plane z - h in the upwardtraveling part of the convectionsystem,the boundary condition at z - h for the
continuity of the quantity of heat flux is
zX(p½•[•/•
+ •vT]) = ptvzX(L)

where c• is the usual specificheat at constantpressure.The symbol (A) refers to
the differencesin the quantity in parentheseson opposite sides of z = h. This
equation states that the differencesin the amount of heat brought in and removed by the convectionon oppositesidesof the transition must be equated to
the rate at which heat is co.nsumedin the transition multiplied by the momentum
of the flow acrossthe boundary. The remaining boundary conditionsat z - h are
A(T) = 0

and

A(pw) = 0

expressingthe continuity of temperature and of mass. Thus, the term pw on
the right-hand side of the equatio.nof continuity of heat flux need not be further
specified.Let us further assumea model in which the specificheats are the same
in both layers. Then, by the application of the last two continuity equationsto
the first, we have
A(pc•)

= A(L)'pw
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If 6he •hermal conductivitiesare •he same in bo•h layers, •he principal
effec• of 6he phase 6ransi6ionis 6o require 6ha• 6he 6emperaturegradien6 differ
in 6heupperlayer from tha6 in 6helower by an amoun6
=

The estimate of the drop i.n •he •empera•ure gradient is bherefore dependen•
on our ability •o estimate•he ra•io A (L)/%.
The estimate of A (L) dependson •he nature of •he phase •ransi•ion •hab
we assumefor •he region of inhomogeneity.The recen• discovery of •he highpressurephases•ishovi•e,•he close-packedmodification of quartz, has led several
investigators [MacDonald, 1962; Ringwood, 1962] •o hypothesize•ha• under
sufficien•pressure•he silicates forming •he upper man•le are decomposedin•o
•he elementary cons•i•uen•oxides.A• these pressuresilica •akes •he form s•ishovi•e. I5 is shown •ha• for some pressure •he free energy of •he cons•i•uen•
oxidesis less•han •he free energyplus •he energy of formation of a silicate such
as fors•eri•e.

MacDonald

has estimated

•he la•en•

hea•

of •ransition

a.nd has

computed •he pressurea• which fors•eri•e will decomposein•o •he oxides. This
•ransi•ion will •ake place a• a depth of •he order of 600 kin. We assume,•herefore, •ha• the •ransi•ion a• z - h is precisely of •his •ype, and we se• h 600 kin. The la•en• hea• per uni• volume A (L) can •hen be computed as
V A(L) = -P

A(V) q- T A(S)

By •he Clapeyron-Clausius equation,

V A(L) -- (-P

q- T dP/dT)A(V)

MacDonald postulates •ha• •he slope of •he phase •ra.nsition dP/dT is very
small compared wi•h •he pressure•o •empera•ure ra•io PIT. This hypothesis
has been verified in shock-waveexperimentson quartz [McQueen et al., 1963].
Hence we may write, approximately,
zX(L) = [-P

zX(V)]/V = [P zX(o)]/o

A• 600 km •hese •erms can be estimated [o be P = 2 x 10TMdynes/cm•' and
A(p)/p = 0.1, as before. Thus our estimate of the la•en• hea• is A (L) = 2 x 10sø
ergs/cma. This estimate is of the same order of magnitude as that given
by MacDonald but is slightly greater than his value. The estimate also does
not differ in order of magnitude from the value computed using the shock-wave
measurementsof some o.f the thermodynamic parameters of stishovite.

Birch [19'52] has given an estimate of the value of % for the region lying
roughlyat a depth of 800 km. This value is approximately5 x 10• ergs/cmS/deg.
We apply this value to the depth z = h. Thus the ratio A (L)/% for the depth
600 km is about 400,øC.

Finally, the value (A (L)/%) (w/•) is estimated using the velocities correspondingto the turbulent convectionresulting from the use of large Rayleigh
.numbers.This value is 4 x 10-s to 4 x 10-• deg/cm, dependingon the value assumed for the kinematic viscosity. When it is recalled that the value of the
superadiabaticgradient assumedfor thesemodelswas of the orderof 10-• deg/cm
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and that this value is probably generous,it is clear that the heat broughtup from
the coreis insufficientto drive the phasetransition to completeness.
The only way the condition A (/•) = (pw/p•)[A(L)/c•] can be made com-

patible with the physicalconstantsinvolved i.n the transition is to demandthat
the masstransportedacrossthe discontinuitybe significantly reduced.From the
numericalvaluesabovewe seethat a positivesuperadiabatictemperaturegradient
in the upper mantle capable of driving a convectivesystem can occur only if
the masstransport acrossthe phasediscontinuityis reducedto lessthan 1/400
to 1/4000 of the total upward flow in the lower mantle. We conclude,therefore,
that the phasetransition,summarilyassumedto lie at 600 km but morerealistically spread out in the region between 400 and 1000 km, acts as positively a
barrier to convection,as doesthe transitionunderthe assumptionthat it represents
a discontinuitybetweentwo immisciblefluids.We concludethat upward-flowing
matter in convectionin the lower mantle will be deflectedby the regionof transition and will force it to remain in circulation only in the lower mantle; the phase
transition providesa truly rigid barrier to manfie-wide convection.On either
the miscibleor immiscibleassumptions
for the nature of the inhomogeneity,
the
barrier is impenetrable for vertical convection.
This considerationdoesnot rule out the possibilitythat inducedconvection
(Figure 6) can take place acrossthe boundary.Sucha possibilitywas notedby
Hess. We .now imagine a model in which convectionin a homogeneous
lower
mantle has a Rayleigh number in excessof critical, but that the upper mantle,
above600 km o.nthe discrete-layermodel,has a lower Rayleigh numberprobably
below the critical value. The actual Rayleigh numbersfor the two regionsare
calculated below. The induced convection in the upper mantle is presumed to
reflect the circulation

in the lower mantle.

Ruehle [1963] has studiedthe amountof i.nducedconvectionacrossa fluid
boundarydue to the circulationin one of the layers.lie findsthat, unlessthe two
Rayleigh numbersare substantiallyidentical, within lessthan 1 per cent of one
another,the velocity of inducedconvectionin the driven layer is lessthan 10-3
of the velocity of the driving layer. The inductionis causedprincipally by the
penetrationof the thermal field into the driven layer; the nonperfectlyrigid or
SURFACE

SURFACE

I

)

//•/////////////////////

CORE

Fig. 6. Schematic crosssection of the configuration for laxninar flow with induced
convection in one layer.

CORE

Fig. 7. Schematic configurationfor laminar
convection only in the upper mantle.
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free hydrodynamic boundary conditions at the i.nterface do not significantly
enter into the interaction between the two layers. However, the magnitude of
the velocity field is very small. Hence we concludethat induced convectioncannot play a.nimportant role in the dynamic picture of the earth's mantle. Thus the
inhomogeneous
region correspondingto Bullen's region C representsa true barrier
to convection.
CONVECTION

IN

THE

UPPER

MANTLE

Sincewe have shownthat the finite strength of the mantle makes it marginal
that we have ma.ntle-wideconvectionand that the inhomogeneityat intermediate
depthsmakes it certain that mantle-wide convectiondoesnot exist, we now ask
whether it is possiblefor the regionseither above or below the inhomogeneityto
be in convectivemotion. First we considerthe region above the inhomogeneity.
If we assumethat the Jeffreys-Bullen model of velocity holds for the upper
mantle, the upper mantle is at least vertically homogeneous
accordingto Bul!en's
assumption.This inference may not be justified. The Rayleigh number for a
homogeneous
layer of 300-km thicknesswill be of the order of 10• lessthan the

value previously quoted for a layer of 3000-km thickness.Thus the Rayleigh
number for the upper 400 km of mantle is in the ra.nge10a to 10•; this range
includes the condition of marginal instability; convection will occur, all other
quantities being favorable, only at the upper limit of the range of Rayleigh
numbers.We have taken the remaini.ngconstants,other than thickness, in the
calculationof the Rayleigh numberto be roughly the sameas in the mantle-wide
calculation.We infer, therefore,that, if the values of the physical constantssuch
as a, •, •, and OT/Oz are of the magnitudesquoted,with r at its lower extremeof
range, there may be small-scaleconvectionof the laminar type i.n the upper
mantle. We use the phrase 'small-scale' becausethe horizontal wavelength at
marginal instability or distancebetweentwo rising elementsis of the order of
1200 km for cylindrical convection(Figure 7).
Therefore,if convectio.n
in the uppermantle existsat all, it is of the laminar
type. The formula for the root-mean-squarevelocity in turbulent convection
placesan upper boundon the velocitiesthat can be obtainedin laminar convection. Becauseof the smaller dimensionsof the c(mvectioncells, we concludefrom
the formula for root-mean-squarevelocity in turbulent convectionthat veloci-

ties of the orderof 10-s cm/secare not unreasonable
for the laminar field. Shear
stressesof the order of 0.2 to 20 bars are attainable with the range of viscosities as usual.

Thus, if the upper mantle can be consideredhomogeneouson a scale of
1200 km in lateral extent and 400 km in depth, and if the viscosity is high and
the strength is low and the superadiabatictemperature gradients are as high as

10-• deg/cm locally, then local convectioncan take place where the Rayleigh
number is of the order of 104. It is .not expected that this will occur uniformly
over the earth's

surface.

Our conclusion,as far as the upper mantle is concerned,is that small 'hot
spots'in the upper mantle are not forbiddenby the arithmetical results.The inhibition of small-scalevertical convectionby inhomogeneityis speculative; it is
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likely that the degreeof inhomogeneityis less in the upper mantle above 400
km tha.n in the region immediately below it. Therefore, it may be that local
'hot spots'have homogenizedthe upper mantle by convectionwhere convection
occurs,thus overcomingthe inhibitionof static inhomogeneity.
This picture may
allow the interpretationof the gravity a.nomaliesalong the Hawaiian arc, for
example,as a small-scaleconvectioncell reachingto perhaps400 km or so. Here
detailedseismicprofilingin depthto this level shouldindicatethe inhomogeneity,
if any, in the upper mantle beneaththe island arc and shouldprovide a test of
this picture. If this interpretatio.nis correct,the ejecta from Hawaiian volcanoes
may providea sampleof mantle material at depthsof the orderof 400 kin. We
believethat local convectionis not impossible,but we are alsoskepticalthat the
uppermantlehasuniformlypropitiouscombinations
of propertiesthat will permit
a wide distributionof convectionto occur.It is more likely that, if the gradients
are superadiabaticof the magnitudequoted and the other physical properties
are as quoted,there may be a few isolatedsmall-scaleconvectioncellsoccurri.ng

overthe faceof the earth,but widespread
distributionis probablyunlikely.This
view is supportedby the fact that the numberof arcuatestructureswith appropriategravity anomaliesis small.Althoughnot all have beencompletelyexplored,perhapsthe Hawaiia.n,Indonesian,Caribbean,and Falkland groupsare
representativeexamples.
CONVECTION

IN

THE

LOWER

MANTLE

As far as convectioni.nthe lower mantle is concerned,we seethat reduction
of the layer thicknessto approximately2000 km from 3000 km servesonly to

alter the Rayleighnumberby a factor of (2/3) 4 = 0.2. Thus,if convection
exists,
the lower mantle is probablyin turbulent convection.The magnitudesof the
velocitiespermit severaloverturnsin the lifetime.
Finite strengthremai.nsa possiblemechanismwhereby convectioncan be
inhibited. The conclusionis as before: whether flow will take place depends

cruciallyon the numericalvaluesof viscosity,and the resolutionof this problem
is not clear cut at present.Inhomogeneityis presumedto be absentin the lower
mantle [Birch, 1952], a.ndhencethe flow is not inhibitedon this basis.
CO. NCLUSIONS

The picturewe havethusreachedis as follows(Figure8): Mantle-wideconvectionis completelyinhibited,at the very least, by the inhomogeneity
in the
depth interval 400 to 1000 km.
Small-scale convection 'hot spots' may occur in the upper mantle. The
matter in theseconvectioncells,wherethey may occur,circulatesin the lami•ar

regime.The cellsare probablylocatedonly wherethe physicalconstants
of materials are combinedfortuitously enoughso that circulationis favored and the

Rayleighnumberexceeds
the critical value. Implicit in this description
is the
assumption
that the verticaltemperaturegradientin the upperma.ntleis superabiabatic.If this last conditioncannotbe met [Kennedy, 1963], convectionin the
upper mantle is alsonot possible.
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Fig. 9. Model for an ideally plastic solid.

mantle.

From400km to a depthof theorderof 800to 1000km a regionof physicalinhomogeneity
exists,sufficientlysevereto i.nhibitall convectivemotion and
sufficiently
strongto deeouple
any convective
motionin the uppermantlefrom
that

in the lower mantle.

Froma depthof about800 or 1000km to the coreboundary,the material
may be in turbulentconvective
motion,but onlyif the shearstresses
generated
in the flow exceedthe finite strength.With turbulent flow this doesnot seem

to be difficultto achieve,especially
if thephysicalparameters
usedin theassumptions are changedonly slightly.

Two itemsremainto be discussed.
First, would turbulentconveetio.n
in the

lowermantle,implyinga highRayleighnumber,change
the thermalstateof the
mantleby bringingtoo muchheatup fromthe core?Here the answeris providedby computing
the Nusseltnumber,the ratio of the heatbroughtto the
uppersurfaceof a conveering
systemto the heatthat wouldbe broughtin conductio.n:

Nu = H/(Kpc,,AT/d)
In turbulent convection we have seen that

Nu = (R/Re)1/3

With a Rayleighnumberas highas 108,about45 timesthe superadiabatic
conductive heat flow will reach the top of the lower mantle. With a temperature

gradientof 10-6 deg/cmwe haveassumed
that the superadiabatic
temperature
difference
is 200øCbetweenthe top andbottomof the lowermantle.With diffusiv-

ity andspecific
heatasabove,
wefindthat abouta fifth of thepresent
heatflow
through
thetopof thecrustis brought
to thetopof thelowermantle.Of course
this heat will be tra.nsported
throughthe transitionregionand the uppermantle

by conduction,
except
wherelocalconvection
occurs;
hence,
in thelifetimeof the
earthwe are just beginning
to seethe heatthat wasbroughtto the top of the
lowermantleby convection
at thetimeof originof the earth.The valueone-fifth
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of the surfaceheat flow may be an overestimate,but it is reducedwith decreasing
Rayleigh number and with decreasi.ng
superadiabatictemperature gradient.
If it may be assumedthat temperature gradientswere larger in the earlier
history of the earth, the physical constantsmay have been more favorable to
convectionin the upper mantle. We may speculatethat at an earlier epoch
there was a considerablywider distribution of small-scale convectionin the
upper 400 km of the ma.ntle.

Does any test of this picture of the lower mantle exist? Perhaps one test is
to be found in an interpretation of the continental-oceanicheat flows coupled
with an observationof the depths to which energy is released in earthquakes.
11thoughthe surficial heat flows are substantially the same from the top of
both the ocea.nicand continental crusts,it has often been noted that it is likely
that the heat flow from the top of the ocea.nicmantle is larger than that from
the top of the continental mantle. This result is due to the differences in
thicknessof the two crusts,with the accompanyingdifferencein total i.ntrinsic
radioactivity. The heat flowsfrom the top of the oceanicand continentalmantles
may differ by as much as a factor of 5 or 6 or so. If no convectionis.assumedin
the upper mantle, these heat flows lead to substantialtemperature differencesat
depth when they are extended into the interior of the mantle by a processdetermined by the thermal conductivityof the upper mantle. At a depth of 600 or

700 km the temperaturesin the interior are high, of the order of 2500ø, and the
horizontal temperature differencesbetweenthe oceanicand continentalmantle are
also larger at this depth, of the order of 300ø or 400ø. These horizontal temperature differencesmust be equilibrated at some depth. Convectionin the lower
mantle,reachingto aboutthe 700-km profile,wouldbe a mechanismwherebythe
temperaturesat depth under continentsand oceanscan be equilibrated.
One of the great difficultieswith the convectioncurrent hypothesishas been
the problem of the production of earthquakes. The problem is how sufficient
strain energy accumulatesin the mantle rocks to permit their rupture during
earthquakes. In the convection-currenthypothesisthe strain energy at any location in the mantle is continuouslybeing relieved by the flow--in fact, it may
be consideredto drive the flow. I-Iow, then, are we to hold matter in place long
enoughto permit a large enoughstrain energy to accumulateso that an earthquake can occur, while at the same time we wish to sweep matter out of the
way because strain energy gradients are large? This dilemma was noted by
Gutenberg [1959], who indicated that it may, perhaps,be resolvedby assuming
the time scale of earthquakes to be short comparedwith that of convection.
The resolutionis more easily given, however, on the basis of the model presented above: The abse.nceof extensiveconvectionin the upper mantle permits
the accumulationof strain energy, probably in the form of thermoelasti½strain
energy, and earthquakeswill occur. In other words, earthquakes occur in the
absenceof convection.The conversemay also be true: Where convectionoccurs,
no earthquakesshouldbe observed.We have hypothesizedthat the lower ma.ntle
may be in convectivemotion. It is a familiar observationthat no earthquakes
are known to have œociat depthsbelow 700 km. The depths at which earthquakes
occurmay be a reflectionof the convectivestate of the mantle.
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CONSIDERATIONS

The rheologicalmodel of material used in this paper is an ideally plastic
solid. In this model (Figure 9) we assumethat for sufficiently low stressesthe
material behaves as a.n elastic solid; for stressesin excessof the yield stress
the material becomesa Newtonian viscousfluid. The yield stresshas been called
the finite strength in 'the earlier sections.For this model it is academic to use
the notion of viscosity unlessstressesin excessof the finite strength are present.
The rheologicalmodelof perfect plasticity is itself an idealization, sincethe two
domai.nsare not discretelyseparatedin a real material; laboratory experiments
showa continuouschangefrom the behavior at low deformingstressesto the behavior at high stresses.The model has mathematical advantages, since the
propertiesof matter are thus divided into three sets of parameters' the elastic
constantsvalid at low stresses,the viscosity characteristicof the state of high
deforming stresses,and the yield stresses.
The elasticconstantsare found at low deformingstressesby the usualseismic
means. The calculations of the elastic constants for the interior of the earth from

the seismicvelocitiesdependstronglyon the inferred density distributionin the
interior. The methodsof calculatingthe densitiesare summarizedby Bullard
[1957] and by Bullen [1953], who gives a table of the elastic constants.
The yield stressesdependstrongly on the confiningpressureand the temperature,and very likely on the time constantsof the appliedstresses.
In this
model we assumethe deformingstressesto be applied on a time scalethat for
practical purposesis infinite.
Information about the state of stress in the mantle is obtained from gravity
observations.If the geoid has a nonequilibrium shape, it can be inferred that
strains exist in the earth's crust or mantle

or both. Recent

determinations

of the

shape of the geoid from satellite observatio.nshave shown that strain energies
corresponding
to stressesof the order of 100 bars must be presentin the mantle
(Kaula, u.npublished).However, we cannot tell whether these stressesare derived from the motion of a viscousfluid or are present in a static material whose
strength exceedsthe value of 100 bars. Furthermore, this stresscannot be shown
to be localized in either the lower or upper manile or to be distributed throughout the mantle; all that can be said is i.h•t the distribution of the stressesis quite
broad, sincethe influenceis in the seco,rid
order of sphericalharmonicsin the
shape.
If the stressescorrespondingto the bulge are concentrated in the upper
mantle, the strength of the upper mantle is consideredsufficientto support the
deformation of the geoid.The depth of compensationmay be taken to be Bullen's
region C; the lower mantle is then weak. On this basis turbulent convectionis
not inhibited in the lower mantle, whereas convectionfor the upper mantle must
be i.nhibitedusingthe argumentsof the earlier discussion.
If the stressescorrespondingto the bulge are concentrated in the lower
mantle, the upper mantle may still have a finite strength, as is evident from the
existenceof earthquakes, although stressesmay be absent on a very long time
scale, having been relieved by the motions due to the earthquakesthemselves.
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Again, convectionin the upper mantle is inhibited.In this casethe stresses
may
be producedby the convectionof a weak lower mantle on the basis of the model
above; it has been shown that the viscous stressesare of the correct order of
magnitudeif the viscosityhas a proper value. If •he lower mantle has finite
strength,the degreeof convectionis reducedbut is not .necessarily
inhibitedcom-

pletely.Finite strengthin the lowermantle,however,may be inconsistent
with the
absenceof earthquakesin this region.It is not necessaryto invoke finite strength
in the lowermantleto obtainthe stresses
requiredto deformthe geoid.
As was noted earlier, the values of all the physical constantsinvolved in
the calculationof the Rayleigh numberare reasonablywell determinedwith the
exceptionof the viscosity. The conclusionsreached above depend only on the
order of magnitudeof the various properlies;the viscosityis perhapsthe only
parameterwhosevalue is not known as accuratelyas an order of magnitude.
Values of the viscosityare determinedfrom at least three sources.First, the
value of viscositythat is quoted from the rate of the Fennoscandianuplift is a
value of the order of 10•2 to 102acgs.Objectionsto the use of the value include
the fact that the measurementsmay .not describea true viscousloading effect
but may be an effect of elastic rebound [Orowan, 1958; see Gutenberg,1959,
p. 200']. It is highly likely that the viscosity in the upper parts of the mantle
varies strongly with radius, especiallyif the low-velocity layer can be interpretedin terms of a material near its melting point. In this caseit is likely that
the viscosity measuredin the Fennoscandianuplift, if it is a true viscosity
effect, is probably a measureof the viscosity of the uppermostpar•s of the
earth's mantle.

A more significant number relating to the viscosity of larger parts of the
mantle has beengiven by MacDonald [1963]. The time constantof 107years for
the retardation in the rate of rotation of the each [Munk and MacDonald,

1960] may be interpretedas a relaxationtime. This time, coupledwith an elastic
modulus,givesa viscosityof the order of 1026cgs.MacDonald [1963] indicates
that this value appliesto the entire mantle; at least,this figurerepresentsa mean
value with the mean taken in someundeterminedway. I.n fact, if the strains
associatedwith the bulge are relaxing at the rate quoted,the material with high
viscosityneed be located only in the regionwhere the stressesare concentrated;
I<aula (unpublished)has shownthat the bulge can be associatedwith stressesin
the upper mantle, in the lower ma.nfie,or throughout the mantle. The discussion
of the localizationof the high-viscositymaterial is deferredmomentarily.
Gutenberg [1959] has pointed out that the rate at which relatively large
earthquakesfollow one another in a given area is also a measureof the viscosity.
He notes that the viscosity in the upper mantle must be in excessof i(F ø cgs,
whereas the absenceof earthquakes in the lower mantle puts the value at least
below 1020cgs.His value for the mantle at a depth of 700 km has, however, a.n
upper bound determinedfrom the rate of Fennoscandianuplift.
We note that, where the strength is least, the viscosity is likely to be least.
We cannot use the same argument for the absenceof earthquakes in the
lower mantle to provide justification for the simultaneoususe of a low viscosity
and a turbulent convection.If convectionexistsin the lower mantle, strain energy
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will probably not build up at a rate comparableto that requiredto causeearthquakes in the upper mantle. Viscosity arguments based on the absenceof repeated earthquakesin a given region cannot be applied. But the argument may
be reversed to indicate that the time interval

between small shocks in the lower

mantle should be small compared with the relaxatio.n time of the medium.
Within the limits of presentinstrumentationsmall shocksare not observed.We
concludethat the viscosityof the lower mantle is significantlylessthan that of
the upper mantle. On either basis,however,convectionin the lower mantle must
occur,sincelow viscosityat least impliesconvection.
Gutenberg'svalue for the viscosity of the upper mantle was gaged by the
requirement that it be less than the value derived from uplift arguments and
greater than the value obtained from earthquake periodicities.If the uplift data

are disregarded,
the periodicityargumentsare not inconsistent
'with a value of
viscosityof the order of 10•'6as obtainedfrom the rate of rotation, sincenow no
upper bou.ndexists. If the Fennoscandiandata cannot be rejected, it is perhaps
wiser to say that it applies at best to the uppermost portions of the mantle. A
calculationof the energy-depthfunction for earthquakes[Knopo•, 1964] shows
that it is likely that below the low-velocity layer an increasein the strength of
the mantle is found. If the strength and viscosity are correlated, increased
viscosity is expectedat intermediate depths before the viscosity falls off in the
lower ma.ntle. In addition the lower limit for the viscosity in the upper mantle
is derived on the basis of repetition rates for large earthquakes. These earthquakes occur in rather restricted parts of the earth; they are especially concentrated around the Pacific basin. Repetition rates for the areas remote from
the Pacific margin are not clear. It may be that the time constants for intermediate- and deep-focusearthquakes are significantly longer in the regio.nsremoved from the continental margins. This hypothesiswould lead to a picture of
a strong material with high viscosity over large parts of the upper mantle but
with a low-viscosity and low-strength material forming the zone around the
Pacific margin.
On the basis of present data a value for the viscosity of the mantle seemsto
be 10•'6cgs.This value cannot be uniform over the entire radius of the mantle.
If it appliesto the lower mantle, convectionin the entire mantle is inhibited on
the argument that the Rayleigh number now is too low. At best the Rayleigh
number would have a margi.nalvalue; the stressesgenerated in the flow would
be insufficientto overcomethe finite strength, even taking into account the fact
that the stress generated goes up as the square root of the viscosity for low
Rayleigh numbers.
If however,as appearsmore likely, the region of high viscosity and strength
is confinedto the upper mantle, as seemsto be evident from the earthquake
energy-depth distribution function, the observedbulge can be explained in terms
of the strength a.ndviscosity of the upper mantle. The inhomogeneityin region
C and the strength and viscosity of the upper mantle make it unlikely that convection can occur in the upper mantle. A weaker lower mantle will permit c•nveerion,probably of the turbulent type, to occur.
With the present data these two models cannot be resolved.With viscosities
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of the order of 1020cgsor lessin the lower mantle, the viscousstressesare of the
order of I bar. However, on this model the nonequilibrium stressesneed not be
generatedi.n the lower mantle. This model has the advantage that convectionin
the lower mantle will resolve the difficulties obtained with the above model;
earthquakesare not observedin the lower mantle, and the lateral temperature
inhomogeneity,projected into the mantle from the surface, can be equilibrated.
APPENDIX

1

The Equationso/ Laminar Motion o/ a ConvectingCompressibleFluid
The differential equationsto be solvedare three: (1) the Stokes-Navier equation for the flow of a Newionian viscousfluid, (2) the equation of continuity, and
(3) the equation of heat flow. They are

_1•p •_•2u•_••.u •-(-sT•-xP)gz•
=0
p

•.u

-

--w•

(A1)
(A2)

K•2T -- w•

(A3)

whereu - (u, v, w) is the vector velocity field, P and T are the pressureexcessand
the temperature excessover the values that exist in the nonconvectingcase,and
(OT/Oz)o -- • and (1/•,)(Op/OZ)o- 5 are the values of the unperturbed superadiabatic temperature gradient and superadiabaticdensity gradient at marginal
instability. The last two terms are assumedto have vertical gradients only. The
equations are written for steady-state conditions. z• is a unit vector in the
z direction assumedto be positive in the direction of gravity. p, p, a, x, K are the
marginal state values of density, kinematic viscosity, thermal expansion, compressibility, and diffusivity.
We follow Rayleigh and make the following assumptions:Let ß be a periodic
function in the horizontal plane. Then
•2•

•- a2• - 0

wherea is the horizontalwave numberand•zz is the two-dimensional
Laplacian
operator in the x-y plane.

u-

U(z)(O©/Ox)

U(z)(O©/Oy)

T - O(z),I,

P -

w = W(z)©

II(z),I,

where U, W, O, II are functions only of z. We use primes to indicate total derivatives. Then the x and y componentequationsof (A1) become
- II/p• -]- P U - ($/3) W = 0

(A4)

and (A2) becomes

-a•U + W' -' - W$
where r representsthe operator

F - (d2/dz
•) - a•

(A5)
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We also substitute our assumedsolutionsinto the z componentof equation A1 and
obtain

(-II'/p)

q- •FW q- g(-aO q- xII) - (•;W'/3):

0

(A6)

Finally we substituteour postulatedsolutioninto (A3) and obtain
•rO:

W•

(A7)

We can now write the operator determinant of equations A4-A7 to obtain
sixth-orderdifferential equation in any of the variables U, W, O, II. Written out
fully, it is

4-• $xgP
•-- az + '

W= 0

(A8)

In the incompressiblelimit for a nonstratifiedfluid the equation reducesto the
usual Rayleigh equation

• -- a")•q-ø•g•aS
g• 1W = 0
[(•zds
APPENDIX

(A9)

2

Variational Solution]or theRayleighNumber in a Fluid Layer with Compressibility
Let d be the thicknessof the layer of fluid. We introducethe following dimensionless variables:

R- a'•d4• =xpgd
• =$d•\•ZZ/o
where R is the usual Rayleigh number. We further introduce the dimensionless
coordinatein the layer, • = z/d, sothat the boundariesof the fluid are locatedat
• = 0, 1. Finally, let A = ad. Then equationA8 becomes

To solvethis equation,subjectto the free-freeboundaryconditions,we formulate
the solutionas a variational problem. By the usual variational methodswe write
•

2

2 2 d2

'WW*
d•'
(B2)
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where W* is a function satisfyingthe adjoint equationto (B1)'

3

-- A' q-RA'W*= 0

(B3)

To determinethe functionsW and W*, we consideranew the boundary conditions in the presenceof compressibility.For the hydrodynamicboundary conditions
of free-freeinterfacesthe boundary conditionsare W = 0, W" = 0, and 0 = 0 at
both surfaces• = 0 and • = 1. The third of these boundary conditionsmay be
written as a condition upon W (rather than upon O) by consideringthe equation
in 0 and W, obtained by combi•ng (A4), (A5), and (A6), at the two surfaces
• = 0, 1. From this equation and the other two boundary conditionsit is easily
seenthat the three boundary conditionsmay be written as

W = 0

W" = 0

and

W'"' = (• - •)(W'" - A•W ')

•4)

at • • 0, 1. The usual boundary conditionsof the vanishing of the zeroth, second,
and fough derivatives are obtained in the limit of incompressibility.
To select a trial function for the evaluation of the variational problem, we
write the function W as a sum of the solution in the absenceof compressibilityand
a perturbation term under the assumptionthat the parameters• and • can be made
small in some approximation. Then we obtain
W = sin r• + h(•)

The function h(•) must be selectedsothat it satisfiesthe aboveboundary conditions for W, and, in addition, it must be selectedto be antisy•etric
about the
point • = •. One of the simplestfunctions having these propertiesis

h(•) = (• - •)• sin 2r•
but this is by no meansunique;this function has the s•ple property of having its
zeroth and secondderivativesvanish, but the fourth and other derivativesdo not
vanish.
If we select the function

W = sin r• + C(• - •)(• - •)•sin •
then the three bounda• conditionscan be satisfiedin the secondorder in (• - •)
small, ff we selectthe parameter C to be
C=

Hence we substitute

r

+ A
96

C•<<1
C•<<i

the functions

W= sin
r• + C(•- •)(• - •)•sin
2r•

(B5)

W* = sinr• - C(• - •)(• - •)• sin2r•
into the expression(B2) and evalua• the integralsgiven there. The result is too
deta•ed to • written explicitly hem.
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We optimize the value of the Rayleigh number with respectto a selectionof
the parameterA, thereby computingthe Rayleigh numberat marginal instability.
The value of the parameter obtained upon solving the equation dR/dA = 0 is

A = •/•/•

+ 0.2059(f- •)•'+ 0.03335f•

(B6)

to terms of secondorder in • and •, where we note the usual value of the solution
corresponding
to the limit of incompressibility.We obtain the result

R = 657.511q- 49.35• q- 120.85(• - •)•'

(B7)

retainingtermsto secondorderin •kand •. The leadingterm is the value (27/4)•r4
cited in Table

1.
APPENDIX

3

Solutionso[ theEquations•or theRayleigh-Boussinqse
Conditiono[ Marginal Stability
with Free-Free Boundary Conditions

As was shown in appendix 1, the equationsof motion can be linearized. For
the Boussinesqapproximationand without compressibilitythe pertinent equations
of motion

are

•22q) '-• a2q• = 0
u = U(Oq,/Ox)

v = U(O•/Oy)

w = W•

T = •

P = n•

(C1)

where U, W, O, H, are functionsonly of z. Furthermore,we set
ß = cos mx cosny

wherem• • n• = a•. The equationsof motionfor any of the variablesaboveare
reducibleto (appendix 1)

{(•--a•)•+
ag•a•
W=0

(C2)

The function

W = Wo sin Orz/d)

(C3)

will satisfy the free-freeboundary conditionsW = 0, W" = 0, W'"' = 0 at z = 0,
and z = d in the lowestmode. Evidently W = sin (mrz/d) with n an integer will
also satisfy the boundary conditions.The symbol Wo is somearbitrary amplitude
in the solution;from the linear conditionsno bruits can be placed upon Wo. We
confine our attention

to the lowest mode.

From the original equations(seeappendix1), we can write for this condition,
from equation A5
-a2U + W' = 0
Thus

U = (Wo/a•)(•r/d)cosOrz/d)

(c4)
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From equation A4
Wo 7r

7rz

7r= pvU"- pva
•U = -pv• • a• -!--•'• cos•-

(C5)

Finally we can obtain the temperatureperturbationfrom (A7)'

[(d•/dz•) -- a•]O = fiW/g
Thus

0=

•Wo sin(rz/d)

• (•.•/d
•)+ a•

(CO)

Hence, wherever the vertical velocity is positive upward, the •emperature is
increased.

Finally, we seekthe stressesin the field. These are given by
=

+

+ (ovJOx,)]

For the assumptionsabove in (C1),
02•

a• = - • + 2pv
U•Ox a• = 2pv
UOxO•

=-

= m+

Oy2

For the assumptionof a harmonicfunction for ß and for the functions U, H, W
given above,

a• = Wo• • • •

- 2m
•) cos•cosmxcosny

py
w •+ a• _ 2n
• cos
mxcos
ny
a• = Wo•
• cos
rz
pp w

a•,= Wo•

pp 71'

wZ

- a• cos•cosmxcosny
7rz

.

a• = 2Wo
• •/mncos
-• smmxsinny
7rZ

sin•- sinmxcos
ny

a•z-- --Wop•n
1 - a-•
• cos
mxsinny
71"2
/ sin7VZ

(C7)
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